
ROBERT A. FOX LEADERSHIP PROGRAM
Summer 2022 Fellowship Program



Overview

- The Robert A. Fox Leadership Program encourages students to consider the 
lessons in leadership and life articulated and modeled by Robert A. Fox
- Finding your passions
- Putting people first
- Succeeding the right way

- Fox places Penn undergraduate and recent alumni with innovative non-profit 
and public sector organizations in Philadelphia and nationally

- Fellowships are research and/or service based

- In-person, virtual, and hybrid fellowships are available for Summer 2022
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Summer Fellowships

National Fellowships Local Philly Fellowships

Voting, Elections & Governance

Child Empowerment & Wellness

Civil Rights
Food Insecurity

Child Empowerment & Wellness

Voting, Elections & Governance



Brookings

- The Brookings Institution is a leading think tank 
located in Washington DC.

- Fellows support the research work of E.J. Dionne and 
William A. Galston, both Senior Fellows in the 
Governance Studies program. Fellows can attend 
internal meetings, local think tank events, 
professional development workshops, and public 
Brookings events

- Fellowships are based in Washington DC. The 
summer fellowships are still TBD in-person or 
remote
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Application Due:
March 18

Apply by sending resume 
and statement of interest to 
foxleadership@upenn.edu

mailto:foxleadership@upenn.edu


Penn Program on Opinion Research and Election Studies (PORES)

- PORES is a research program within Penn that pairs 
students with faculty conducting research on political 
outcomes using public opinion and election-related data

- Ideal for students interested in public opinion research, 
politics, and voting habits. Some projects require 
statistical and data analysis skills. Projects have included:

- Collecting precinct vote results
- Analyzing attitudes towards healthcare policy proposals
- Evaluating how dropping the GRE requirement impacts graduate 

program applications
- Mapping text-message data from governmental feedback platform 

implemented in Uganda

- Fellowships are based in Philadelphia. The summer 
fellowships are still TBD in-person or remote
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Application Due:
February 26

Apply through the PORES 
website pores.upenn.edu



Votebeat

- Votebeat is a nonprofit newsroom covering local 
election administration and voting access issues. 
Fellows work directly with Jessica Huseman, 
Votebeat Editorial Director 

- Past fellows have gathered data related to elections 
and voting for reporters, filed Freedom of 
Information Requests (FOIAs), and conducted 
original data analysis for the Votebeat newsletter

- Fellowships with Votebeat are remote. Fellows are
encouraged to live in Philadelphia for the summer
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Application Due:
February 26

Apply through the PORES 
website pores.upenn.edu



Southern Coalition for Social Justice (SCSJ)

- SCSJ is a nonprofit organization based in North 
Carolina that partners with communities of color 
across the South to defend and advance their 
political, social, and economic rights 

- Fellows work on the redistricting team helping to 
analyze congressional redistricting maps and 
generate analyses related to those maps

- Fellowships with SCSJ are remote. Fellows are 
encouraged to live in Philadelphia for the summer
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Application Due:
February 26

Apply through the PORES 
website pores.upenn.edu



Philadelphia Inquirer

- Fellows work with the Data-Driven Storytelling team at 
the Philadelphia Inquirer, under the leadership of 
Jonathan Lai, the Inquirer’s Data and Democracy 
reporter

- Fellows research, report, write, and produce news 
stories. They also pitch original data-driven stories 
including collecting and analyzing data (such as scraping 
websites or querying APIs)

- Fellowships are currently virtual, however when the 
Inquirer resumes in-person work, these fellowships will 
be based out of the paper’s newsroom in Center City 
Philadelphia
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Application Due:
February 26

Apply through the PORES 
website pores.upenn.edu



National Urban League (NUL)

- NUL is a historic civil rights and urban advocacy 
nonprofit. Ideal for students interested in nonprofit 
careers, or in understanding the connection between 
nonprofits, corporations, and government

- Fellows are assigned to one of NUL’s operating 
departments in NYC or DC. Fellows have opportunity 
to work on assignments for the annual summer 
conference, work on “The President’s Project”, and 
attend special events throughout the summer

- Fellowships are based in New York City and 
Washington DC. The summer fellowships are still TBD 
in-person or remote
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Application Due:
March 18

Apply by sending resume 
and statement of interest to 
foxleadership@upenn.edu

mailto:foxleadership@upenn.edu


CHILD USA

- CHILD USA is a think tank focused on child abuse and 
neglect issues. Fellows work closely with Founder 
and CEO Marci Hamilton

- Fellows work on research intensive projects related 
to policy and the law. Ideal opportunity for students 
interested in law school. Past research has included:

- Tracking educational neglect statues
- Investigating judicial training on child sex abuse in the 

family court system
- Contributing research to the Game Over Commission for 

Youth Athletes

- Fellowships are based in Philadelphia. The summer 
fellowships are still TBD in-person or remote
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Application Due:
March 18

Apply by sending resume 
and statement of interest to 
foxleadership@upenn.edu

mailto:foxleadership@upenn.edu


Girls Inc.

- Girls Inc. is a national non-profit with local chapters that inspires 
all girls to be strong, smart, and bold through direct service and 
advocacy

- Multiple fellowship opportunities available at Girls Inc.
- Marketing and Communications (NYC)

- Participate in the planning, content development, and management of 
Girls Inc. social media outlets

- Public Policy (DC)
- Research legislation and policy initiatives affecting girls, support 

grassroots engagement efforts

- Programming (Philly)
- Develop content for summer programming, directly serve girls while 

working with senior staff and volunteers

- Each fellowship is based in a specific location. The summer 
fellowships are still TBD in-person or remote
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Application Due:
March 18

Apply by sending resume 
and statement of interest to 
foxleadership@upenn.edu

mailto:foxleadership@upenn.edu


Greater Philadelphia Coalition Against Hunger

- The Coalition connects people with food assistance programs 
and nutrition education, provides resources to a network of food 
pantries, and educates the public and policymakers about 
hunger issues in Philadelphia and the surrounding communities

- Multiple fellowship opportunities available at the Coalition
- SNAP Hotline and Summer Meals Outreach

- Take incoming calls on food stamp program and field summer meals 
phone inquiries. Assist with preparation of data required to support 
online summer meals map

- Anti-hunger Education, Engagement, & Advocacy
- Work with Policy Director and Community Educator to create 

informational materials specific to needs in Philadelphia and 
surrounding communities

- Fellowships are based in Philadelphia. The summer fellowships 
are still TBD in-person or remote
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Application Due:
March 18

Apply by sending resume 
and statement of interest to 
foxleadership@upenn.edu

mailto:foxleadership@upenn.edu


Nutritional Development Services (NDS)

- NDS provides meals and food assistance to 
organizations serving children and the poor as an 
extension of the Roman Catholic Archdiocese of 
Philadelphia. Fellows experience the operational and 
regulatory requirements of sponsoring a federally-
funded Child Nutrition Program

- Fellows assist site supervisors fielding calls related 
to summer meal distribution, provide on-site and 
over-the-phone training and assistance to local site 
supervisors

- Fellowships will be based in Philadelphia and will 
work out of the NDS offices in Center City
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Application Due:
March 18

Apply by sending resume 
and statement of interest to 
foxleadership@upenn.edu

mailto:foxleadership@upenn.edu


Share Food Program

- Share Food Program is the largest-serving 
food bank in the Philadelphia Region, and the 
largest independent food bank in the country

- Fellows work on the Customer Experience & 
Compliance team interfacing between Share 
and local food pantries and distribution sites 
helping to troubleshoots problems

- Fellowships are based in Philadelphia but will 
be fully remote for this summer.
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Application Due:
March 18

Apply by sending resume 
and statement of interest to 
foxleadership@upenn.edu

mailto:foxleadership@upenn.edu


Application Due Dates
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Due Date: Feb 26 Due Date: March 18

Apply through the 
PORES website
pores.upenn.edu 

Apply by sending resume 
and statement of interest to 
foxleadership@upenn.edu

mailto:foxleadership@upenn.edu

